
CRZ
RIDE-ON POWER SCRUBBER

The CRZ ride-on floor 
scrubber delivers a 
unique combination of 
quality, efficiency and 
productivity.

Providing 40% greater efficiency than a walk-behind scrubber, 
the CRZ is a powerful solution to clean large areas with the 
utmost ease.  

For a scrubber uniquely suited to the floor cleaning challenges 
of Industrial and Commercial spaces alike, look no further than 
the CRZ. It has it all.

PRODUCTIVITY & COMFORT
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FEATURES 

 º Clever vacuum muffler allows the CRZ to achieve a low 70dBA while thoroughly  
drying the floor

 º 10mm thick poly solution and recovery tanks, backed by a 10 year warranty 
for peace of mind

 º Stainless steel fasteners, resistant to corrosion from chemicals and harsh  
operating environments, reducing potential maintenance costs

 º 36V battery system delivers 50% more power than comparable machines

 º Wash down spray wand for hard to reach areas

 º Manager lock outs to avoid troublesome changes to solution flows and brush pressure by unauthorised 
staff

 º Tilt back tank provides instant access to all drive and working components for east maintenance

 º Available with disk (TD) or cylindrical (TC) brushes. The cylindrical brushes are ideal for rough surfaces 
and allow you to sweep while you scrub

 º TCXR-SPE-V01
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SPECIFICATIONS CRZ34TD CRZ34TC

Cleaning Width 864mm scrub path 838mm scrub path

Solution Tank Capacity 125L 125L

Recovery Tank Capacity 136L 136L

Scrub Head Motor 2 x 0.75HP 2 x 0.75HP

Brush Speed 300RPM 350RPM

Brush Pressure 0 – 91Kg 0 – 91Kg

Power Supply 36V, 360 Ah deep cycle batteries 36V, 360 Ah deep cycle batteries

Battery Charger Automatic battery charger Automatic battery charger

Weight 601Kg 601Kg

Machine Dimensions 1626 (L) X 864 (W) x 1422 (H)mm 1626 (L) X 864 (W) x 1422 (H)mm
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